Market Researcher

Agribusiness, Food and Beverage is growing and we have been lucky! Our clients continue to require our services and continue to ask us to help them, it is still an exciting time to be in our industry.

We are looking for enthusiastic and energetic people that have the EQ to build and maintain relationships with intelligent and forward thinking clients and candidates. We want people that are curious and interested in discovery and are interested in producing high quality and thoughtful reports.

Our firm is agribusiness focused with offices in Beijing, Vietnam and United Kingdom. We are most recognized agribusiness focused consulting firm in China and Asia, as this is all we do, agribusiness.

Our open planned and low density offices are centrally located in San Li Tun, a ten minute walk from a choice of two subway stations in a low rise building, without the use of an elevator.

We are looking for a unique person to join our unique firm!

Required Skills:

- Degree in the sciences, it could be any science, biology, veterinary or animal husbandry and a knowledge of marketing or economics would also be a plus
- You need to have a good command of written English and verbal English
- A curious mind
- Energy, enthusiasm and willingness to learn
- Eagerness to meet new people and to help people
- Interest in agribusiness and food
- 2-3 years of working experience, in any industry
- Self-motivated, organized and accurate during the work
- Effective communicator - Friendly, polite and persuasive
- Working knowledge of power point and excel will be an advantage
Job Details:
- Review and understand clients briefs
- Develop research strategies to identify and analyze the data that you and the team collect
- Prepare information into a professional and logical format
- Conduct interviews to obtain first-hand market information.
- Through the network, written information and other ways of secondary information inquiry, in order to obtain the market and industry information demand.
- Prepare well written reports
- Assist the project manager to prepare and summarize the project report

Please send your email through to: han@aartd.com